
Boarding Lessons

	 You might ask.  
If students, teachers, parents, old-school administrators, school support staff and 

community members had actually, very loudly and repeatedly, spoken out?  If, over long years of 
a governmentally imposed testing accountability, so many voices had risen in the effort to expose 
the multiple devastations levied by an invasively detached reform; if such a noteworthy number 
of participants had actually stood up; if so many concerned citizens had honestly endeavored to 
reach out and turn on the light – making an articulate effort at pinpointing our nation’s irrational 
obsession with the blindly ruthless “belling of the cat.” Well, you might wonder why, exactly, so 
many self-proclaimed “experts” continued to turn a blind eye.  

Or, to state it more accurately, a deaf ear.
The answer?  
Was, well – just over there.
If, protectively, you shielded your gaze; if, guardedly, you made the effort to peer not at, 

but through, the glitter and glitz now emanating from an incessantly circulated advertising?  
Well, you could see that the answer was, actually:
Right over there.  
Had, in fact, always been right over there, concealed, in days of an always whirling 

accountability, by an ingenious shift in our national educational philosophy.
	
 Earliest initiatives of NCLB – those initiatives originally forced onto the nation’s poorest 
and politically weakest schools – had coerced earliest invaded buildings into giving up an old-
school-style, community-responsive, neighborhood-protective control.  As the widely denigrated 
test-score-identified bad schools of a no-excuses liability, these previously collaborative, voice-
inclusive buildings had been forced to accept the competitive consequence of full subjugation to 
district-adopted “non-negotiable” expectations. 

This transformation – from voice-friendly-neighborhood-inclusive to non-collaborative-
top-down “business” control – although it transpired most rapidly in lowest-scoring schools?  
Was, and here was the cleverly secreted key: additionally occurring elsewhere.  Slowly and 
incrementally, a little here, a little there, one state, one city, one district at a time, a top-down 
punishment-based management was forging its foothold inside the larger world of public school 
oversight.*  

Very few onlookers grasped associated consequences.
Few in the non-low-income world?   
Even took time to notice.
However, as the low-score management shift occurred; as the voice silencing philosophy 

of a do-as-you’re-told school administration took root – many educational decision-making 
teams made up traditionally in the form of local school boards began to experience a similar 
philosophical conversion.

Historically, school districts dependent upon community funding were held to the 
expectation of responding to local neighborhood concerns; given a financial control over regional 
taxes, home districts divvied up resources as the means to offer employment to a variety of 
school personnel.  If a district was exposed as being corrupt, choosing to fill positions only 
through nepotism, forcing women to resign when pregnant, showing an out-and-out avoidance 
for hiring people of color? 



Well, in theory, unfair practices like these might be addressed through the intentional 
election of a community-diverse, multi-voiced school board.  Through a meticulous oversight 
from disparate, non-political membership, district leaders given access to massive public monies 
could be held vigilantly accountable.  Serving to guard against not only a monetary, but a 
cultural, racial, and socio-economic abuse; endeavoring to meet dissimilar student needs while 
allowing concerns from multiple constituents – elected school board members (or so premise 
held) lived in, and thus represented, various areas of a town, city or county.	


However, in modern days; in magically modern days dedicated to the pursuit and 
procurement of suddenly available and minimally regulated bell-the-cat funding disbursals? 

Complicatedly diverse school boards comprised of multiple, non-political, equity-minded 
citizens – citizens who found it necessary to not only listen to, but act upon, the concerns voiced 
by frustrated educators, students, parents and old-school administrators:

Well, school boards like these? 
Really got in the way.†

*For those who didn’t think it necessary to know where the massive funding was coming from as a support for the 
so many recently successful conservative gubernatorial races?  Oh, now, get ready: here it comes.

†And my, how convenient, in modern days, to work with yet more of those “collaborative” school boards put into 
place simply through the no-argument-here “consensus” process of a mayor appointment.


